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Building Peace & Harmony

guiding principle~ in the art of negotiation
BY JULIA MENARD

Harmonious or peaceful co-existence doesn't mean that all parties hold the same view-any more

than a harmonious tune has only one note. With the help of three wise women, our author searched

for some foundational principles on which to build harmony through negotiation.

s we enter a new year, our
world seems rife with con-
flict. The aggressive, adver-
sarial stance of many political

eaders raises the conflict to a
high pitch, demanding the rest of us choose
sides, as well. ("You're either with us or
against us!") The media reinforce the

disharmony with their apparent p"reference
for the drama of conflict over more subtle

stories of constructive negotiation.
And on a personal level, merely because

we interact with others, we cannot avoid
conflict in our neighbourhoods, families
and workplaces.

Given the prevalence of conflict, finding
an effective, healthy way through it may

be the central challenge in our communal
life. Perhaps if we can individually learn
and use the skills that build harmony, it
will ripple outward to our communities, to
our nation, to the world.

Towards this end, we spoke with three

women-one who seeks aboriginal jus-
tice; one who helps resolve marital dis-
putes; and another who has been a
teacher and worked on equity issues.
Their reflections provide some guiding
principles in the art negotiation.

MAVIS HENRY IS OF COAST SALISH
ancestry and a member (and past chief) of
the Pauquachin Band, Saanich Nation. As

an educator and counsellor, Henry has
taught in the public school system, men-
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tored university women, worked for the
Saanich Indian School Board and was the
social development worker for the

Pauquachin Band. Her work in family sup-
port and advocacy, sexual abuse preven-

tion and awareness education, career plan-
ning and youth development is legendary.
She has served as the aboriginal advisor for

the Ministry of Children and Families and
for four years was the first aboriginal

deputy director of Aboriginal Services.
Henry was the Women of Distinction
awards recipient in the category of
Community Leadership in 2000 and was
one of two recipients of the 2002 Women
of Distinction scholarship.

When speaking of what is important to

her in negotiations, Mavis Henry speaks
first of social change and systemic barriers.
Coming from the context of an aboriginal
background, where inclusion is a central
value, Henry can see clearly the gap
between the powerful few who are at the

negotiating table and the many who are not
even invited. As a result, the First Nations'
perspective is historically under-represented
in areas such as health, housing and educa-
tion. Henry is all too familiar with the sce-

nario of the perceived powerless and the
problems in getting their voice heard.

One of Henry's guiding questions is:
"How do we make sure everyone bene-
fits?" She is a tireless advocate of bringing

together people of diverse interests to talk
about common problems. There are many

situations where Henry does not have con-
trol over who gets invited to the negotiat-
ing table. Yet she is successful at having her

voice and her community's voice heard.
The key to creating an atmosphere where

diversity will be invited in, she says, lies in
"relationship building-of trust, respect
and cooperation."

How do you do that? In each challenge
Henry faces, she thinks through "a com-
mon purpose and focus" early on. Once

she can identify in her own mind this
common goal, she articulates "the need to
work on a common purpose" to her
potential negotiating partners.

She cites an example from her experi-

ences with Aboriginal Child and Family
Services, when she would frequently artic-
ulate the common purpose as "protecting
children and birthright." In this way, all
parties at the table-which might include
federal and provincial agencies, local

delivery and aboriginal agencies-could be
looking at a problem together, instead of
seeing each other as the problem. This cre-
ated a cohesive group, motivated to coop-
erate because of a common need.

"You have to create an environment that

is very open, tolerant and respectful of
bicultural perspectives," says Henry. This

atmosphere of mutual respect creates the
safety necessary to bring in wider perspec-
tives. She also takes the long view in nego-
tiations, not expecting resolutions quickly,

but accepting that building relationships
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and working towards a common vision
takes time and patience.

When speaking of residential schools,
she points out that it took 25 years to cre-
ate enough safety to bring forward the
issues. This safety was accomplished large-
ly through respectful dialogue that enabled
a sense of shared understanding first with-
in the First Nations community and later
within the wider Canadian community.
Articulating the damages and the multi-
generational impact is an ongoing process.

Since the disruption brought on by
European settlers, and the ensuing chaos
in their own communities, First Nations
peoples have had to focus on rebuilding
family, community and self-identity. This
movement to rebuild has only been active
in the last few decades. As First Nations
people grow stronger in their own under-
standing and foundation, Henry sees
incredible learning and communication
taking place within both First Nations
communities and the broader community.
"Whether it is sharing the wisdom of our
own spirituality, values or approaches, the
sharing of our stories will help provide a
foundation for change," she says.

Holding the perspective of those mar-
ginalized in our society, the perceived pow-
erless, Mavis Henry is an eloquent repre-
sentative. Her approach of searching for,
articulating and working towards a com-
mon purpose-whether healthy children, a
vibrant educational system, or a thriving
environment-is key to her success. She
stands for the principles of respect for
diverse opinions and wisdom, and has faith
that this widening of perspectives will bring
more hope and benefit for all.

TRUDI BROWN STOOD OUT AS ONE
of 10 women in her class when she gradu-
ated from law school in 1973, and she
continues to stand out as a respected mem-
ber of the legal profession, mentor to her
female peers and advocate for women's
issues. She was appointed to the Queen's
Counsel in 1987, a testament to her out-
standing service to the profession and her
community. Brown helped establish the
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Mavis Henry: "You have to create an environment that is very
open, tolerant and respectful of bicultural perspectives."

Victoria's first Transition House, as well as
the Sexual Assault Centre, at a time when
support was particularly difficult to come
by. She has also played a crucial role in
advancing women's equality in the legal
profession as a member of a number of
professional committees. She was a
bencher of the Law Society of BC and its
president in 1998, and a volunteer lectur-
er at two universities. In 1997 Brown was
the YM-YWCA's Women of Distinction
awards recipient for Business, Professions
& Entrepreneurship.

In her practice as a lawyer specializing
in family law, Trudi Brown is well
acquainted with people's inability to com-
municate effectively. Over time, in a mar-

riage or other close relationship, this
inability compounds and at some point it
can seem impossible, at least on an emo-
tionallevel, to deal directly with the other
person. This is often the point at which
people turn to a lawyer; and in a marital
conflict, people want their lawyer to nego-
tiate a divorce.

Despite her years of practicing law,
Brown is still astonished at "the absolute
lack of education or training that most
people have in [dealing with] conflict."
She says, "Women in particular don't have
good training in confrontation. Women are
not supposed to be assertive." Brown sees
a lot of people who are afraid to negotiate,
who feel safer calling a lawyer because
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Trudi Brown: "Women in particular don't have good training in
confrontation. Women are not supposed to be assertive:'

they have not been able to assert them-

selves. Or they confuse assertion with
aggression, which inevitably backfires, and

lawyers are called in to continue the fight.
A vestige of the gladiator mentality

seems to exist-with us hiring lawyers to

enact a vengeance we feel uncomfortable
executing ourselves.

Of course, this isn't the best of what

Brown feels her profession can offer. She
chalks up this view of lawyers as gladia-
tors to many causes. For one thing, there
are few role models for healthily assertive
behaviour.

Instead, she notes, there is often a

desire for more laws and rules as a strate-

gy to avoid conflict. This extends
throughout many large and small institu-
tions from federal laws, on down to your
local swimming pool. Brown cites her

own golf club as a case in point. Instead of

leaving dress codes up to individual dis-
cretion, rules about clothing have been

developed with relish because a few indi-
viduals went beyond what others thought
appropriate. Rather than talking to the

offending parties directly, it felt safer to

create regulations about it.

Politically as well, Brown laments the
lack of role models. Too many politicians
(President Bush is a recent example) call

for some sort of vengeance instead of

being willing to negotiate in a respectful
manner. Brown believes the "I want to go
to court!" (or war) attitude actually gets in
the way of resolving a conflict. Because so
many in the legal profession have recog-

nized this phenomenon, a "collaborative

law" movement has evolved, aiming to

change the way law has traditionally been
practiced. Guiding principles of collabora-
tive law include treating all people with
respect, and inviting diverse points of view

as part of the problem-solving process.
For Brown, respectful negotiation is

essentially all about problem-solving, per-
sonal responsibility and public perception.
Problem-solving shifts the conflict from

being about people to being about the
problem. Personal responsibility is impor-

tant because it is only when we decide to
"own" our part in a conflict that we can
move out of a cycle of blame. And public
perception is crucial because it is when we
embrace these values more broadly in soci-

ety, that societal change can happen.
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In her own negotlatlons, one of the
most important tools Brown relies on is
focusing-and refocusing-on the goal of
her negotiations. For example, if negotiating
with another lawyer, it might be "to
resolve certain financial issues in a court
order." Or "to ensure the family continues,
albeit in a different form." She sees the
goal as a type of beacon, guiding the nego-
tiation and and keeping it on track.

Brown also itemizes each individual
topic she wants to discuss, which also helps
keep the discussion focused on the issues
that need to be resolved. When anger is
present, as is often the case in disputes, it is
easy for even important questions to get
forgotten in the haze of emotions.

Picking the appropriate time to negoti-
ate is another consideration for successful
negotiations, according to Brown. She
wants time to prepare, and she likes to
ensure sufficient time is set aside so that
negotiations aren't uncomfortably restrict-
ed by the clock. Time pressure, she says,
can erode the collaborative tone.

Though Brown uses such techniques in
her legal practice, they also provide some
ideas for dealing with our personal con-
flicts-before they reach the legal stage.
Brown would like to see conflict resolu-
tion skills nurtured from a young age and
integrated into the school system, with
assertiveness training and peer counselling
widespread.

As a personal and professional goal,
Trudi Brown is determined to help people
move through conflict responsibly and col-
laboratively, even when they turn to a
lawyer for help.

YVONNE MARTIN-NEWCOMBE IS

Associate Dean of the Faculty of
Education and a professor in Educational
Psychology and Leadership Study at the
University of Victoria. She recently co-
authored a report entitled Voices for
Change for the University's Equity Office;
she has also developed a program at UVic
called the Principals' Institute to encour-
age women teachers across the province
to pursue careers in educational adminis-
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tration, currently a very male-dominatei.;!,
field. In addition to all her academic work~,
Martin-Newcombe currently chairs th~
policy committee of the South I;l;;t!ild
Dispute Resolution Centre Society.' N:tit
surprisingly, she was nominated fo(a
Women of Distinction Award in 20()2
(Education, Training and Development). '

As a teenager, Martin-Newcombe:.,;vlls
struck by an idea that has influenced her
life and work ever since. It occurred to h¢r
that "the key to life successis how we inter-
act with people," and that means figuring
out what each individual needs to be at
their best and responding to it to the best of
one's ability.

Later, as a young teacher in Jamaica, ~~~
saw this truth confirmed when she notiCed
that a reprimand with some child'ren
resulted in motivation, whereas for othet~
it could cause them to collapse inS'ide
themselves. With such completely difft;:r.c
ent reactions to a similar outside stimulus,.
she became convinced that each persen.·is
unique and that the key to helping a R-ec-
son, or to build a successful relationship
with another, was to completely, deeply
focus on the other person.

Today, when Martin-Newcombe inter"
acts with people-whether in her workor
personal life-she is listening on two levels,
There is always the informational or con-
tent level. But what she is really listening
for is what she calls the "second level,'"~he
"meaning" or "spirit." She is asking her-
self: "Why is this person telling me this
story? What is this person wanting tQ be
acknowledged for?" She is listening for the
whole person-to their body, mind, emo-
tions and spirit. At bottom, Martin-
Newcombe sees people's needs as univ,~r~'
sal and basic: to be loved and respecte4
deeply. And her commitment to meetifi.i
those needs is evident-when you are \y,ith
her, you have her complete focus.

What about barriers put up by other
people? As a Blackwoman, surely Martin:,
Newcombe has experienced these? Yet,she
claims to have experienced "no significant
racial discrimination." And what discrimi-
nation she has faced, she has not allowed

Yvonne Martin-Newcombe:
liThe key to life success is how
we interact with people."

to thwart her plans and goals. She refuses
to make it her problem-or "help them
build a fire out of it." Martin-Newcombe
believes it takes two to fight and she has
chosen, time and again, not to fight. When
she has been the object of negative com-
ments, she has sometimes chosen to inter-
pret them as having a benevolent inten-
tion, with the result that her critics have
been won over. Quoting one of her
favourite maxims, she says, "Love coversa
multitude of sins."

According to Martin-Newcombe, the
biggest barriers we all face do not come
from others, but are self-imposed, often
stemming from a misconception-and
overly high expectations-of what it
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means to be human. She sees self-knowl-

edge as key to overcoming these personal
barriers. If you know yourself, if you can
accept yourself for who you really are-
not more or less powerful-then you can
understand and accept others as well. At
the core of this understanding is an admis-

sion that we all need each other to sur-
vive. This humility, a recognition of our

vulnberabilty and mortality, is, in Martin-
Newcombe's perspective, the beginning
of wisdom.

Martin-Newcombe's Christian faith also
informs everything she does. It takes away

her fear: "I can just rest knowing that there
is a grand design, so I can accept and trust
that God is in control even when I don't
understand it." Her approach with others
comes from this spiritual place and helps
her behave in a unified way.

That unified way is a goal she holds at

all times: to respect everyone she meets; to
see them as a person with a God-given
right to be here. She is also committed to
being honest, open and respectful in her

communication. Especially when conflict
arises, she returns to such principles to
guide what actions she must take.

WHILE THEIR EMPHASES MAY VARY,
when it comes to the art of negotiation, all
three of our interview subjects have at least

one core characteristic in common: they
each value diverse points of view. Respect

for others seems to be a key component in
their ability to successfully negotiate and
resolve conflicts. And each accepted the
paradox that although every person is

unique, we also come from a common
place. It's not just my needs or your

needs-there's a third entity that emerges
in the relationship: our needs.

These role models' ideas about conflict
resolution and negotiation can help light

our way towards peace. But the rest is up
to us. fw

Julia Menard is a coach and trainer spe-
cializing in respectful assertion. Email her
at julia@makeandbelieve.com
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